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We discuss on the worldwide famous Sudoku puzzule by using mathematical
approach. In this paper we discuss on some basic techniques in Sudoku.

This paper is the second paper in our series, so we use the same notations
and terminologies in [1]without any descriptions.

4. Intersectable systems.
Let S={5!,52,...,5W}, T={t1,t2,...,tH}czBLK for w, l^w<9. The pair (S,T) is

intersectable n —system provided that it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Siftsj = <f>, tiC{tj = ^ l^i^n,l<j<n,i\j
(ii) SiMjief , l^i^ntl<jSn
(Hi) 5 = 5!U52U...U5M , t = tl\Jt2U...\Jtn.

We discuss on intersectable systems in this paper. First, we need the following.
Proposition 13. Let sab^BLK. For each K = (Ka)a(Er , <=SMTX(fJ0), we

have that

(a) jz-K,<zAb-s).
Proof. Since IT is a sudoku matrix associated with (/,/0), we have
(1) f(a)eKa for each aes,

By (1) we have
(2) f(s)=U{f(a):aes}ci{j{Ka:atEs} = Ks.

Then by (2) we have
(3) J3-f{s)^J3-Ks.

On the other hand, by {SDM)> f \ b:b^>J3 is bijective. Thus we have that
(4) J3= f(b) = f(s)Uf(b-s), f(s)nf(b-s) = <f>.

By (4) we have that
(5) h-f(s) = f(b-s).

By (3)and (5), we have that
(6) f(b-s)^J3-Ks.

Hence, we show Proposition 13.

Under the conditions (i)—(iii) we show the following:
Proposition 14. Let K = (Ka)ae <=SMTX(fJ0) and (S,T) be an intersectable

hxh

n —system. Then we have that
(b) Jz-Ks_tczJz- f(t-5), and

(c) J3-Kt_saJ3-f(s-t).
Proof. We show the condition (b). We assume that the condition (b) does not

hold. Thus there exists a k^J3 such that

(1) ktEj3-Ks_t and k$J3-f(t-s).
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We have that

(2) n{J3-KSrS.nt:j=l,2,...,n} = n{Jz-KSrt:j=l,2,...,n}
=Jz~ U{Ks._t:j=lt2t...n} =J3—̂u{s;-f:./=l,2,...,«} =J?,~^"u{sy:;=l,2,...,»}-f

By (1) and (2),we have that
(3) k<EC){J3-KSrSjnt:J=h2,:,n} and Ae/(/-s).

Now, take each i. Thus we have that
(4) Sidt =5Jn(/1u/2u...ug=(5Inf1)u(5In/2)u...u(5ing.

Since s{^BLK, by (4)and Proposition 13 we have that
(5) J3~MSi_Sintczf(sint) = f{sint1)Uf{sint2)U...Uf(sintn) and
(6) / | si:si->J3 is bijective.

By the condition (i), for each j\ /, we have (s,- f) tj)n (s,- n tj) —st fl /, n /,/ = 0.
Thus by (6)we have that

(7) f(s{ n /,•) n f(Si n tr) = <f> for j\ y.
By (3) we have that k^J3 —Ms s n,. Therefore by (5),(7) there is the unique j{

such that

(8) l^y^wandiG^n/;.).
Moreover by (6) and (8) there is the unique aitj such that

(9) (Xij^Sifttj. and/(aI>;.) = £.

Now, we put j(k) = {jhj2,....Jn) and show the following:
Claim 1. j(k) = {jlJ2,...Jn} = {l,2,...,n}.
Proof of Claim 1. By (8) we have that ;(*)c{l,2,...,w}. We assume that Claim 1

does not hold. Since j(k) = {jij2,....,jn}*{ly2,...,n} by the assumption, there are
il9 i2 such that

(10) ii*i'2 l£ii£n,l<i2<n, Ji=ji2.

Here, we put j*= jii= ji2. By (9) we have that

(11) a.^es^n*,.., f(aivj*) =k and
(12) a .,es,- fl/.*, f(a. ..\ = k .

We show that

(13) a. **a. ., .

We assume that (13) does not hold, that is, a *= a. .,. By (11) and (12)we have

that

(14)a.v-=a«v-eKn^n(5««nMC5^ns-v
By(i) and (10), we have that s,- fls,- =0. This contradicts to (14). Hence we have

(13).
Also by (11)and (12)we have that
(15) a. ..e/.,, a ..et.. ,f(a. ..\ = k 9 f(a. *) = k.

Since t.^BLK, by (SDM) we have that
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(16) / | /.+:/.*->/3 isbijective.

However, (13) and (15) contradict to (16). Hence we complete the proof of Claim 1.

Now we back to the main proof. By (3) we have that
(17) k^f(t-s) = f{tlUt2V...Vtn-s) = f((tl-s)U{t2-s){J...U(tn-s))

= f(tl-s)Uf{t2-s)[J...[Jf{tn-s).
Thus, by (17) there exists a / such that

(18) l^/<wand*G/(/;,-5).
By Claim 1 there exists an V such that

(19) \<i'<>n and ./,•/ =/'•
By (9)and (19) we have that

(20) arj,e5rfl/; and f(arjf) = k.
By (18) we have that

(21) k^f(tj^-s) = f(tj,-s1ijs2[j...usn)=f((tr-s1)n(ty-s2)n^r)(tjf-sn))
^f(tj,-Sl)C\f(tj,-S2)n...ftf(ty-Sn).

By (21) we have that
(22) kef(tj,-Si,).

By (22) there exists an a* such that

(23) a*eztr-Si, and f(a*) = k.
Since a*e/;,-sr = *;/-srn^, by (20) and (23) we have that

(24) arjffa*^tjftarj^a\ f(ai,J,) = f(a*) = k.
On the other hand, since ty^BLK, by (SDM)

(25) f\ ty:tj,-^J3 isbijective.
However (24) contradicts to (25). Thus we have the condition (b).

Since our conditions (i)—(iii) are symmetrical, similarly we have (c). Hence we
complete the proof of Proposition 14.

Proposition 15. Let K = (Ka)a(E, SESMTX(f,f0) and (S,T) be an intersectable

n-system. Then K' = (K'a)a(E, <=SMTX(f,f0) and K'<,K, where A"' is defined

as follows:

Ka for ae(/1x/2-sU/)U(snO

(iv) K'a= KanKt_s = Ka-(J3-Kt_s) fora<Es-snt

KanKs_t = Ka-{J3-Ks_t) fora^t-snt
In notation , we put K' = T\S,T){K).

Proof. Since K<=SMTX(f,f0), by (SMTX) we have that
(1) f(a)^Ka for eachae/,X/2.

By (iv) and (1) we have that

(2) f{a)^Ka = K'a for a<E(J1xJ2-s\Jt)\J(snt).
Takeany a^t —s(~\t = t —s and thus f(a) ^f(t-s), that is, we have
(3) f(a)^J3-f(t-s).

Since J3 —Ks_tcz J3 —f(t —s) by Proposition 14, by (3)we have that

(4) f(a)^J3-Ks_t.

By (1),(4) we have that
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(5) f(a)eKa-(J3-Ks_t).
Since Ka-(/3-Ks_t) = Kaf](J3-(J3-Ks_t)) = Kaf] Ks.t = K'ai by (5) we have that

(6) f{a)^K'a for aeit-snt = t-s.

Take any a^s-sf]t = s —t and thus /(a)e/(s —/), that is, we have
(7) f(a)Sj3-f(s-t).

Since J3 - Kt_saJ3 -f(s-t) by Proposition 14, by (7) we have that

(8) f(a)$J3-Kt_s.

By (1),(8) we have that

(9) f(a)<EKa-(J3-Kt_s).
Since Ka-(J3-Kt_s) = Kan(J3-(J3-Kt_s)) = Kaf] Kt.s = K'ai by (9) we have that

(10) f(a)(=K'a for a^s-sf)t = s-t.

By (2),(6) and (10) we have that K' satisfies the condition (SMTX) and thus
K'eSMTX(f,f0). By the definition (iv), K'^K. Hence we complete the proof of
Proposition 15.

Proposition 16. Let K^SMTX(f0) and (S,T) be an intersectable n-system.
Then K, = T\SiT\K)^SMTX{f^

Proof. SinceK <=STMX{f0)= n{STMX(fJ0):f^SOL{f0)}, for each/eSOL(/0),
K EESTMX(f,fQ). Thus, by Proposition 15, KfeSTMX(f,f0) for each /eSOL(/0),
that is, K'^STMX(f0). Hence we show Proposition 16.

Remark 17. In the latter paper we classify pairs of intersectable n —systems.
Many cases give useful grid analysis techniques in sudoku. For example, X —
wing, Swordfish are appeared as the special type of intersectable 2—system,
intersectable 3—system, respectively. However, our representations of
intersectable 2—system, intersectable 3—system and representations of X —

wing, Swordfish are completely different, because we have the concept of
sudoku matrices.

5. Transformations of sudoku matrices.

For each w,l^ n ^9, we put SFS(n) = {{s,b):b(EBLK, sab and |s| = w}andSFS

= uLi5FS(w).
Also we put IS(n) = {(S,T):(S,T) is a pair of intersectable n —system of BLK)

and IS=V9n=lIS(n). WeputBTOOL = SFS\JlS. Note that |BTOOL\ < 1.95

X1016.

For each <o<= BTOOL we define a map T(1):STMX{fJo)-^STMX{fJo) and a

map TQ):STMX(f^STMX(fo) as follows:
Let o) = (s,b)<=SFS(n)c:BTOOL. For each K = (Ka)a(Er , <=SMTX(f,fQ),

hxh

nNSF{(s,b),K) if \Ks\=\s\ = n

K if \Ks\*\s\ = n '
Let a> = (S,T)<=IS(n)czIS. For each K = (Ka)aSj xj <=SMTX(f,f0),

TJiK) = 1\S,nK).
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Now, we put TRF = {Tm:a>(EBTOOL}. SinceBTOOL is a finite set, TRF is
also finite.

Proposition 18. For each weBTOOL, we have the followings:
(a) Tm(K)eSMTX(f,f0) for each K<=SMTX(f,f0).
(b) TJ,K)£K for each K^SMTX(f,f0).
(c) TJiD^TJiK) for each K,L^SMTX(f,f0) with L<K.
(d) Ta(K)^SMTX(f0) for eachtfeSMr^/,,).
(e) Ta(K)^K for each K(=SMTX(f0).
(f) Tm{L)^TSK) for each K,L<=SMTX{f0) withL^ff.
Proof. The facts (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 5 and Proposition 15.
We show the fact (c). Take any K = {Ka}^JiXj2,L = {La}a^iXj2^SMTX(f,f0)

with L^K. We must consider the following cases:
Casel. <o = (s,b)eSFS(n) for somew and |/Ts|=|s|= «.
Case2. <o = (s,b)eSFS(n) for some n and J/T^l ^=|s| = w.
Case3. <o = {S,T)(=IS(n) for somen.
First, we consider Casel. In this case, s is a naked n —self filled set of if. Since

L^K, by Proposition 4, s is also a naked n —self—filled set of L and KS = LS.

That is,

(1) |I,| = |s|= *,and
(2) KS = LS.

By(l),
(3) Ta(K) = nNSF((s,b),K) and Ta(L) = nNSF\(s,b),L).

By (3) and the definition we have
Ka for a^s

(4) Tw{K)a= Ka-Ks fora<=b-s and

Ka for a^JiXJi-b
La for aes

(5) Ta(L)a= La-Ls fora<=b-s

La for ae/jX/2-6
Since L^K,

(6) La<zKafor eacha^J^xJi.

Take any «g A- s. By (2),(4),(5) and (6)
(7)Tai(L)a=La-LsczKa-Ls = Ka-Ks=Ta,(K)a.

Take any aesU(/iX/2-*). By (4),(5) and (6)
(8) Ta{L)a=La<zKa = Ta{K)a.

Hence, by (7),(8)
(9) Tm(L)<Ta{K).

Secondly, we consider Case 2. In this case, by definition
(10) Tm(K) = K.

Thus, by (10) and the fact (b),
(11) TJK) = K>L>T<a(L).

Thirdly, we consider Case 3. In this case, TJkK) = 1\SJXK) and
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'„(£) = 7TS,rXL),thatis,

Ka

(12) Tm{K)a= KaC\Kt_s

KanKs_t

La

(l3)Ta(L)a = LanLt_s

LanLs_t

for a^JtXJz-sUt) U(sfU)

for a^s —sf)t

for a^t —sOt

for a<E{JlXj2-sUf) U(snt)

for a^s —sOt

for a^t —sHt

Take any ae^x/z-sUOU^n/). By (6),(11) and (12)
(14) Tm(L)a= La<zKa = Tm(L)1P
Take any aes —sf]t. By (6) we have that
(15) Lt_saKt_s.

By (6),(12),(13) and (15)we have that
(16) T„(L)a=LanLt_s<zKanKt_,=T„(K)a.
Take any a^t —sf)t. By (6) we have that
(17) Ls_t<zKs_t.

By (6),(12),(13) and (17) we have that
(18) Tm(L)a = Laf]Ls_taKanKs_t = Tm(K)a.

By (14),(16) and (18) we have that
(19) TSL) = TXSJIL)<1XS,T)(K) = Tm(K).

Thus, in any case we show that Tm(L)<T„(K) and hence we have (c).

We show (d) by Proposition 6 and Proposition 16. Similarly we show (e) and (f)
by (b) and (c). We complete the proof of Proposition 18.
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